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AuraPortal Brings Holistic Business Processes
Control to Blue Prism RPA
AuraPortal, a leading Business Process Management (BPM) platform, has partnered with Blue Prism, a
global leader in RPA technology, to bring to customers the complete end-to-end business automation.
The no-code approach of AuraPortal combined with the Digital workforce of Blue Prism, allow Business
users to diagram their processes, define the tasks, for both Human and Digital workers, and execute,
while remaining in control, analyzing every activity in their organization and ensuring a vast
collaboration (one of Blue Prism’s Six Skills for Intelligent Automation).

End-to-End Business Automation with AuraPortal and Blue Prism
Digital Transformation changed business models of organizations worldwide and therefore their
business processes. Leading to process re-engineering and optimization in order to achieve higher
productivity.
The combination of AuraPortal iBPMS and Blue Prism’s Digital Workforce allows organizations to be able
to have their business processes fully automated, leveraging the powerful synergy of human workers
and digital workers.

How it works
Here are a few ways to show how AuraPortal and Blue Prism can work together:
-

The BPM AuraPortal (AP) connects to Blue Prism (BP) to activate the Digital Workers to carry on with
the procedures that they are instructed, that being, retrieve the values appointed by AuraPortal from a
legacy system and bring them to the process. For example, in an instance of an "Order to ship"
process being automated by AuraPortal, at a specific moment of the process, AuraPortal instructs Blue
Prism Digital Worker to check the stock, accessing the legacy system for a given product (Table, chair,
sofa, etc.) and quantity of the item. These two values vary for each instance of the organization’s
"Order to ship" process. When AuraPortal triggers the Blue Prism Digital Workers, AuraPortal is also
providing these two required variables (item product and quantity).
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-

Fall-out management: Every Blue Prism Digital Worker activity is being tracked in AuraPortal so that
when there is a negative outcome, like the Digital Worker not being trained for a specific task,
AuraPortal triggers an application to ensure that the task is fulfilled by a human worker, also
generating a new process for the IT team, to instruct them to configure the Digital Worker to prevent
the issue to happen again.

-

The BPM AuraPortal orchestrates every activity of every employee. By being connected to Blue Prism,
AuraPortal adds the performance values of the Blue Prism Digital Workers to AuraPortal Dashboards
and tools, so that it is giving the organization the analysis required to be able to optimize all their
resources at once (not only human resources, but also their digital workers from Blue Prism).

Summary
The Blue Prism/AuraPortal combination offers a total vision of the organization through dashboards for
the Business User, allowing him to take a look at how everyone is performing, be them Human or Digital
Workers.
Also, the easiness of integration that allows AuraPortal is seen when the process workflow is
diagrammed through drag-and-drop objects, and when these are being defined, the Digital worker can
be connected instantly with just a click and configured in minutes, without any need for code.
This allows for:
•
•
•
•
•

Increased efficiency/productivity
Streamlined Processes
Compliance with regulations
Error/use of paper reduction
Visibility of the organization processes for the business user

About Blue Prism
As the pioneer, innovator and market leader in Robotic Process Automation, Blue Prism (AIM: PRSM)
delivers the world’s most successful Digital Workforce. Blue Prism provides a scalable and robust
execution platform for best-of-breed AI and cognitive technologies and has emerged as the trusted and
secure RPA platform of choice for the Fortune 500. For more information, visit www.blueprism.com.
About AuraPortal
AuraPortal is an internationally renowned BPM software vendor, recognized by leading analyst firms,
including Gartner, Forrester and OVUM, for its extreme ease of use, quickest implementation rates,
seamless integration with other systems, scalability and many other features. With more than 100
employees and presence in more than 50 countries.
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